MAT*137-E
Intermediate Algebra w/Embedded Review

Need to take MAT*137, but not quite ready?

MAT*137-E begins the semester with an in-depth review of Elementary Algebra

Benefits of the course...
- Includes all topics covered by a traditional MAT*137 course
- Reviews prerequisite skills essential for Intermediate Algebra
- More class hours for more help with difficult topics in the course
- Students who do not quite qualify to take the traditional MAT*137 may be eligible for MAT*137-E

Details: MAT*137-E meets three times a week instead of twice a week. This allows additional time for an intensive review of Elementary Algebra (MAT*095) along with additional time for the Intermediate Algebra objectives.

For more details, contact Justice Baker at (860)343-5794 or jbaker@mxcc.edu or a Math faculty member.